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“Work hard
in silence. Let
success be
your noise.”
– Frank Ocean

By Dr. Brian B. Parr

There seems to always be something new in the
fitness world. Whether it is a new piece of equipment
in the gym, a new exercise class, or a new way to
perform traditional exercises, the fitness industry is
constantly evolving. Some of these become popular
enough that they are considered “trends,” attracting
attention from fitness experts and exercise novices
alike.
Each year the American College of Sports Medicine
(ACSM) surveys health and fitness professionals to
identify exercise trends for the upcoming year. The
2019 report was published this month, so it is a
good time to catch up on the leading fitness trends
to look for in the upcoming year.
The biggest fitness trend for 2019 is wearable
fitness technology. From activity trackers to heart
rate monitors to devices that do both and more,
the newest “wearables” are sophisticated tools for
recording your steps per day, distance you run, and
calories you burn. Make sure to pick the device that
meets your needs … and your budget, as they can
get expensive.
Number two is group training, exercise classes that
are led by a trained instructor. Group exercise classes
aren’t new, but they are becoming more popular,

especially for people who want to try new types of
exercise. The group dynamic provides motivation and
encouragement and the instructor can teach proper
techniques, so these classes are good for beginners
and experienced exercisers.
Next on the list is high-intensity interval training
(HIIT), which uses repeated cycles of short, maximal
or near-maximal exercise alternated with short rest
periods. These HIIT sessions typically last less than 30
minutes but lead to fitness improvements that exceed
those of traditional longer-duration training. Beginning
exercisers should note that HIIT training is intense, so
starting slow is recommended.
Fourth is fitness programs for older adults. Now that
people are living longer, staying healthy and active in
old age is a priority for many. Exercise can improve
strength and endurance to help people who are
recovering from cancer or other chronic illness and
allow older adults to enjoy an active lifestyle.
Body weight training is next. Popular for building
strength and endurance with minimal equipment,
body weight training goes far beyond the push-ups and
pull-ups you may remember doing in PE class. Now the
focus is on dynamic movements to build strength and
endurance. This type of training can be done almost
Continued on back page
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RELATIONSHIP HEALTH
7 Tips For Moving On After A Major Loss In Life
By Carolyn Steber

There’s nothing worse than losing someone or
something you care about. Whether you’re going
through a breakup or dealing with the death of a
family member, moving on after loss is not easy.
In fact, it’s an understatement to say that dealing
with loss is painful, and that it takes forever to
heal. But, with a little effort, it is possible to move
forward with your life.
On the way to feeling better, you may go through
several (annoying) phases of grief, although these
phases are not typical for everyone. The traditional
five stages of grief that include denial, anger,
bargaining, depression, and acceptance came
from psychologist Elizabeth Kübler-Ross’s 1969
book, On Death and Dying.
But, as it turns out, it’s not always that cut and
dry. “... In recent years researchers and experts
have found little evidence that these stages exist.
People who bounce back after a death, divorce
or other traumatic loss often don’t follow this
sequence. Instead, many of them strive to actively
move forward,” noted Elizabeth Bernstein in an
article on for the Wall Street Journal.
So instead of sitting back and waiting for stages to
happen (or not happen), it’s much better to take
matters into your own hands. If you’re interested
in speeding up the process, or at least coping as
best you can, then here are some tips for dealing
with loss, and hopefully moving forward.
1. Let Yourself Feel Your Emotions
Loss is painful, scary, and upsetting. It’s no
wonder many people tamp it all down and ignore
their feelings. But unresolved grief can lead
to complications such as depression, anxiety,
substance abuse, and health problems, according
to Melinda Smith, M.A., and Jeanne Segal, Ph.D.,
on Helpguide.org.” Trying to ignore your pain or
keep it from surfacing will only make it worse in
the long run. For real healing it is necessary to
face your grief and actively deal with it,” they say.
So, let it all out — cry, wallow, and vent as much
as you need to. It’s way more healthy than holding
it all in.
2. Tell Everyone How You Feel, Because You’re
Allowed To Grieve
Today, we’re expected to dust ourselves off, put
on a clean shirt, and get back to life as soon as
possible. But centuries ago, people would fully
succumb to their grief, even going so far as to wear

black mourning clothes for months at a time. It
sounds like a genius idea, and one I wish was
still in place today. According to Jana Riess on
HuffingtonPost.com, “... the purpose of the allblack fashion regimen was to give the bereaved
survivors some much-needed cultural latitude.
The clothes they wore practically screamed, ‘The
following person requires a wide berth. Don’t
take it personally if she is distracted, or he is
brusque. It’s not about you.’” Of course, you don’t
have to wear a literal black veil, but you should
be open about needing time to feel better. The
more honest you are about your sadness, the
more people will respect your needs.
3. Turn To People Who Care About You Most

“We speak continually of
saving time, but time in its
richness is most often lost
to us when we are busy
without relief.”
- David Whyte

You may want to fall into bed with no intentions of
ever returning to polite society again, and that’s
OK to do for a while. But you should eventually
let people back into your life, especially since
doing so can help you move on. According to
Edward T. Creagan, M.D., on MayoClinic.com,
“Spending some time alone is fine, but isolation
isn’t a healthy way to deal with grief. A friend, a
confidant, a spiritual leader — all can help you
along the journey of healing. Allow loved ones
and other close contacts to share in your sorrow
or simply be there when you cry.”
4. Take Care Of Yourself, No Matter What
When you’re throwing yourself around your
apartment and staring out rain-streaked
windows, it can be easy to let things like
“food” and “sleep” slip your mind. Make sure
you eat, get plenty of rest, and do things that
are soothing and comforting. As Lynn Newman
notes on TinyBuddha.com, “The shock of loss
to all of our bodies — emotional, mental,
physical, and spiritual—is superb. Our bodies
need to be fed during this time, in order to
handle such trauma. Self-care is personal, but

I did the things I knew my body wanted: Lots of
baths, fresh pressed organic juices, ... exercising,
journaling, reading inspiring books, talking with
friends, getting out in sunshine, taking walks, ...
and learning to nurture myself.” Figure out what
you need to do to feel healthy, and make sure
you do it.
5. “Numb” Yourself With Positive Things (Drugs
Not Included)
It’s important to avoid numbing yourself with
substances, according to the health website NHS.
UK. While drugs and alcohol may offer a short
vacation from the agony, in the end they will only
make you feel worse. Not to mention that abusing
drugs while you’re sad can lead to addition
problems down the road. So instead of turning
to wine or bottles of Xanax, seek out counseling,
turn to exercising, or start volunteering as a
healthier way of distracting yourself.
6. Recognize That Time Doesn’t Heal All, And
That’s OK
It may be hard to believe in the moment, but
everyone keeps on trucking every day despite
major losses in life. And you can, too. As Creagan
notes, “Remember that time helps, but it might
not cure. Time has the ability to make that acute,
searing pain of loss less intense and to make your
red-hot emotions less painful — but your feelings
of loss and emptiness might never completely go
away. Accepting and embracing your new ‘normal’
might help you reconcile your losses.”
7. Don’t Let Anyone Tell You How To Feel
Everyone deals with loss differently, so there’s no
“right” way to feel when faced with a heaping pile
of grief. Maybe you’re a crying mess, or a totally
hilarious joke cracking machine. Wherever you
fall on the spectrum is fine, regardless of what
people say. As Smith and Segal note, “Don’t let
anyone tell you how to feel, and don’t tell yourself
how to feel either. Your grief is your own, and no
one else can tell you when it’s time to ‘move on’
or ‘get over it.’ Let yourself feel whatever you feel
without embarrassment or judgment.”
Dealing with loss is not easy, but there are ways to
take care of yourself and make it (slightly) easier.
© Carolyn Steber. All Rights Reserved.

INNER HEALTH
6 Ways To Stop Stressing About Things You Can’t Control
By Amy Morin

There’s a brutal truth about life that some people
refuse to accept—you have no control over many
of the things that happen to you.
People who resist this truth fall into two
categories—control freaks or worry warts.
Control freaks believe if they can gain enough
control over others, and the situations they find
themselves in, they can somehow prevent bad
things from happening.
Worry warts, on the other hand, fret about
everything from natural disasters to deadly
diseases. It’s as if they believe thinking hard
enough about all the potential worst–case
scenarios will somehow keep them safe.
But neither of these strategies can prevent a
catastrophe. Instead, worry warts and control
freaks put their time and energy into the wrong
places. And ultimately, those strategies backfire
and create even more stress.
Here are six ways to stop stressing about the
things you can’t control:
1. Determine what you can control.
In reality, there are many things in life you have
zero control over. You can’t force your spouse
to change, you can’t prevent a storm from
happening, and you can’t control how other
people feel.
Sometimes, all you can control is your effort and
your attitude. When you put your energy into
the things you can control, you’ll be much more
effective.
2. Identify your fears.
Are you predicting a catastrophic outcome?
Do you doubt your ability to cope with an
undesirable outcome?
Usually, the worst–case scenario isn’t as horrible
as you might imagine. But quite often, people
are so busying thinking, “This is going to be a
disaster,” that they don’t take the time to ask
themselves, “What would I do if the worst–case
scenario came true?”

Perhaps you’d struggle for a while, but there’s
a good chance you’re mentally strong enough
to bounce back. Acknowledging that you can
handle the worst–case scenario can help you
put your energy into more productive places.
3. Concentrate on your influence.
You can’t force things to go your way. But you
can have a strong influence.
While you can’t make your child be a good
student, you can give him/her the tools he/she
needs to do his/her best. And while you can’t
force people to have fun at a party, you can
create the best party atmosphere possible.
To have the most influence, however, you need
to be in control of your behavior. Do your best
and keep a good attitude.

5. Create a stress management plan.
Whether life is going well or you’re encountering
tough times, stress management strategies
are key to performing at your peak. Exercising,
eating healthy, participating in leisure activities
and getting plenty of sleep are just a few key
things you need to do to take care of yourself.
Schedule time to engage in healthy stress
relievers. Whether you enjoy yoga or you want
to spend time with friends, make time for those
activities regardless of how busy you are.
Also, be on the lookout for unhealthy coping
skills. Drinking too much, binge watching TV,
and complaining may offer temporary relief, but
they’ll create more problems for you over the
long-term.
6. Develop healthy affirmations.

“There’s a lot of stress... but
once you get in the car, all
that goes out the window.”
- Dan Brown

When you have concerns about someone
else’s choices, share your opinion, but only
share it once. Don’t try to fix people who don’t
want to be fixed.
4. Differentiate between ruminating and
problem-solving.
Replaying yesterday’s conversations in your
head and dwelling on catastrophic outcomes
isn’t helpful. But solving a problem is.
Ask yourself whether you’re ruminating or
problem-solving. If you are seeking solutions,
keep thinking about ways to prevent problems
and increase your chances of success.
If you’re ruminating, however, change the
channel in your brain. Acknowledge that your
thoughts aren’t helpful. Get involved in an
activity that will distract you for a few minutes
and get your brain focused on something
more productive.

Scientists estimate people have about 70,000
thoughts per day. Many of those thoughts incite
feelings of self-doubt, fear, and discouragement.
Keeping a few positive healthy affirmations on
hand can help combat negative thinking. So,
whether you remind yourself, “I’m stronger than
I think,” or “I can handle this,” your affirmations
can help drown out the negativity.
With practice, you can train your brain to think
differently. And you’ll begin to accept that while
you can’t control every situation, you can control
how you think, feel, and behave.

© Amy Morin. All Rights Reserved.

CAREER HEALTH
Employees’ Families are Part of Your Support Team
By Michael Kerr

We recently celebrated Family Day in my home province
of Alberta. The holiday is intended as a day for people
to spend time with their family, which reminded me of
the role families play in businesses. Inspiring workplaces
recognize that families matter and that the families of
employees are part of their support team.
Consider the impact work has on your life. Chances are,
it is the biggest use of your waking hours – in fact, many
people spend more time with their colleagues than
they do with their family. Work affects your mental and
physical health, your attitude and energy level you carry
home with you, and your personal development and
growth. Work can’t help but have an enormous impact
on your marriage and on your children’s lives.
Which is why companies such as SAS Institute, a
software company based in North Carolina, places a
huge emphasis on the importance of family. They have
daycare facilities on their campus, where employees can
visit their children any time they wish. They create events
that involve family members. And they place a huge
emphasis on work-life balance by encouraging everyone
to leave work when their shift ends at the end of the day.
For this reason, and many more, SAS often ranks as one
of the best places to work in the United States.
Recognizing the impact that work has on employees’
family life is important. Studies and surveys suggest
this will become increasingly important to young people
entering the workforce, who often place a premium on
work life balance over the almighty dollar.
Consider the story one of my clients told me, about a
senior executive who was headhunted by a competitor
and offered nearly double the salary. The CEO could offer
only a modest raise, but he simply wasn’t in a position
to match the competitor’s offer, so he told the executive
to go home and talk things over with his spouse, letting
him know that he’d respect whatever decision they made
together. The executive returned the following morning to
announce his decision: He was happy to stay put. Why?
Because his wife reminded him that he had never been
happier and less stressed out in his life – she didn’t care
about the extra money, she cared more about his wellbeing and the impact that had on their family. Part of his
decision reflected the emphasis the company places on
culture, but it also reflects the fact that the CEO goes out
of his way to build relationships and connections with his
employees’ families.
Here are just a few ways you can make sure your
employees’ families feel like a valued member of your
support team:
Send a welcome company gift basket to the families of
new hires.
Create a fun “Who We Are” video message for new
employees to take home and share with their families.

Send thank-you gifts home to family members or
spouses when an employee has had to work a lot of
overtime or travel extensively.
Hold an annual open house and invite family members
to participate as a way for them to get to know your
company better.
Hold contests that include participation from family
members.
Participate in “Bring Your Child to Work Day” initiatives
(childless employees can always bring a nice or
nephew to feel included!)
Participate in “Bring Your Parents to Work Day” events.
Participate in “Bring You Dog/Cat To Work Day” events.
As Beryl Health does, create a wall at work where
parents can post their children’s artwork.
Beryl also sends a company magazine to families’
homes once a month, specifically aimed at families.
Hold family-friendly events, including barbecues,
themed luncheons, Halloween, or Christmas
celebrations.
Michael Abrashoff, the commander of the USS Benfold,
wrote letters of appreciation home to family members,
including often parents, of crew members who did
something praiseworthy – a brilliant way to foster pride
in employees’ accomplishments at work.
Consider family-friendly policies that help support
better work/life balance.
Invite spouses in to hear guest speakers when relevant.

HEALTH AND FITNESS:
What’s Trending in Fitness
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anywhere, which is good news for people who
are on a budget or want to train at home.
Sixth on the list is certified fitness professionals.
You should look for a facility that requires the
staff to have fitness certifications that involve
both education and experience. Finding a
personal trainer or group exercise instructor
who has experience working with people like
you is important, so ask for recommendations
and references to get the best match.
Rounding out the top 10 are yoga, personal
training, functional fitness training, and
exercise is medicine. Exercise is Medicine
an initiative that aims to get physicians and
other health care providers to ask about and
promote physical activity in every interaction
with patients. Treating exercise like a “drug” that
should be prescribed reflects the importance of
being active for good health. It also emphasizes
the role of exercise professionals as an integral
part of the health care team.
Based on the list this year, you are sure to find
something in the fitness world that appeals to
you. At the very least, make sure you dedicate
time every day to be active. Staying active,
healthy, and fit will always be trendy!
© Dr. Brian B. Parr. All Rights Reserved.

Bring family members in to brainstorm on key issues –
a Flour Corporation office in California regularly holds
brainstorming events with children, and the sessions
with children typically generate more ideas and better
ideas than the adult-only groups.
Create a “Why I Work” wall where employee can post
images or words that reflect their real underlying
reasons for why they work – this will help them feel
connected to a greater sense of purpose, by reminding
them that the paycheck isn’t the ultimate reason they
show up at work every day, it’s what they do with their
paycheck that matters.
Recognizing families as part of your support team will
pay off with reduced absenteeism rates and reduced
employee turnover rates. It will create healthier and
happier employees. And it will help build trust and
cement long term relationships and help convert
long term employees into truly loyal and committed
employees.

“Your body can stand
almost anything. It’s your
mind that you have to
convince.”
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In other words, don’t just celebrate families once a year
– make it an ongoing practice to foster a culture that
recognizes and supports families.
© Michael Kerr. All Rights Reserved.
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